
Araluen, 7/40 Zeil Street
Be Selective!

Looking for a three-bedroom property without the upkeep of a house?  The
stand-out design of this low maintenance, easy living unit will inspire you to take
a serious look.
The high cathedral ceiling with sky window in the living area gives a feeling of
space and style.  A combination of ceramic tiling and carpet spans the flooring
while appealing, neutral d&aecute;cor is themed throughout. Split system air
conditioning features in the living areas, the main bedroom and the closed in
garage as well!
The smart inclusive gas kitchen has plenty of cupboard space, breakfast bar,
dishwasher and pantry. The three-way bathroom is complete with shower and
bath, as well as a separate vanity and toilet.
All three bedrooms have built in robes, ceiling fans, carpet and blinds.  There is
sliding glass door access from both the main bedroom and the dining room to
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the outdoor entertaining area. Sit out under the paved outdoor entertaining area,
complete with a huge, fixed garden umbrella and enjoy the surrounding views
and evening sunsets.
There is back gate access onto Nelson Terrace for a quick get-away to take the
kiddies to the neighbourhood playground or to take the dog for a neighbourhood
walk.
The lock up garage has been utilized as additional family amenities or it could be
used for its original purpose, a garage.  There is common area visitor parking to
the side or street parking at the front.  The fully paved complex driveway keeps
maintenance to a minimum.

Council Rates: $1,731.68 p.a.

- Three-bedroom unit in small complex on Zeil St
- Clay brick construction, low maintenance facilities
- Smart gas kitchen with pantry and dishwasher
- Dual sliding door access to outdoor patio
- Large outdoor patio with freestanding shade umbrella
- Three-way bathroom, separate toilet and vanity
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